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its not like i would limit out on natives i would like to see the difference between the two. i'm a meat kind of guy.
fish is good once or twice a year in my book. tell me ab out thing you can do while driving last friday on the pike
there pike there was a car in front of me and i thought they where still drunk from the night before in front of me
so i tried to careful pass them it was not easy with there speed changin and swerving. so when i got along side
of them i happened to look over and well there was a lady on the phone, with a book opened in here hand on
the wheel, laptop on the center console open typing with the other, and her make-up was on the dash board.
that is ridiculous. i am basiclly a catch and release fisher man unless i catch a couple good size panfish in a row
than i will start keepin them. and mabe 3 good size stockies 2 for ma and one for me. i tell her i never catch
anything when i go because she will yell at me for not keepin them, because she wants to eat them. She is very
old school. and i would rather not explain to her why we don't keep them it easier to tell her i didn't catch
anything. as for leaving out the taste part i didn't think anyone would take offense to that just about every book i
have read about trout that compairs the to say natives have a more salmony taste and is pinkish in color not
white like the stockies. they even compaired the 2 in culinary school between farm raised and wild. sorry i
understand that there are not many out there and you defeat the whole purpose by takin them but stockin is not
the answer either, those fish take up habit, eat food for the wild ones. they search for water that is the same as
what they where raised in which probaly would not be found yea you can say they have limestone and freestone
hatcheries but PH, water temp, and water levels are new to them. Sorry if i offend anyone in any of my prior
Posts. So far in everyone of my post someone found something negative. I never heard of Didymo, so what if i
eat 1 or 2 fish a year from a lake, i'm not going to smash my brand new F-150 for a frigin fly, so far i have gotten
more negative than positive from you people.

